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Abstract
Cortical plasticity: structural and functional changes in cortical neurons and their
connections
Michelle Tjia
The cerebral cortex is one of the most complex structures, with an estimated
100 billion neurons connected with one another. One of the key features of the cortex
that allows us to adapt our behavior in response to experience is its plasticity, i.e. the
ability to reorganize and rewire structural and functional connections in response to
changes in the environment. A great deal of progress has been made toward
understanding cortical plasticity. This dissertation focuses on how distinct sensory
stimuli induce structural and functional plasticity. First, using in vivo two photon
imaging, we investigate the effect of two types of experience-dependent plasticity,
motor learning and sensory deprivation, on structural plasticity of distinct cortical layer
neurons. Our data reveal that neurons in different cortical layers exhibit distinct
structural plasticity of apical dendritic spines, which may arise from their distinct
functional roles in cortical circuits. Second, we focus on molecular mechanisms of
spine and cortical circuit structural plasticity. Here we show that retinoic acid (RA)
signaling plays an essential role in dendritic spine experience-dependent plasticity in
vivo. Finally, combining in vivo two photon calcium imaging with behavioral analysis,
we investigate the effect of stress on neuronal responses and functional responses of
layer 2/3 neurons, which play an important role in sensory processing. The proposed
studies will provide circuit-level insight into how the cortex responds to changes in the
environment.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
The cerebral cortex is one of the most complex structures with an estimated 100
billion neurons connected with one another. The many regions of the cortex are
specialized into sensory, motor, and association areas, which are responsible for
information processing and complex behaviors. Sensory-processing regions of the
cortex, which directly receive sensory input such as somatic sensation or vision,
collect/process information about the environment. Motor regions drive behavior.
Association regions are involved in complex cortical functions such as memory,
language and attention. One of the key features of the cortex that allows us to adapt
our behavior in response to experience is its plasticity, i.e. the ability to reorganize and
rewire its structural and functional connections in response to changes in the
environment. A great deal of progress has been made toward understanding cortical
plasticity.

The development of the cortex depends on a complex interaction of genetic and
experiential factors (Kolb and Gibb, 2011). While genetic factors take the main role in
establishing initial patterns of connectivity, sensory experience, particularly during
adolescence, contributes to the refinement and maintenance of appropriate
connections (Sur and Leamey, 2001; Majewska and Sur, 2006). Indeed, many studies
have demonstrated that various types of experiences during development, such as
enrichment, ocular dominance plasticity, sensory deprivation and stress, modify
cortical organization and ultimately, adult behavior (Zuo et al., 2005; Carvell & Simons,
1996; Shoyket et al., 2005; McEwen et al., 2016; Erzurumlu and Gaspar, 2012).
However, different sensory experiences exert differential effects on cortical circuits
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suggesting that cortical circuits exhibit unique structural and functional rewiring
strategies (Fu and Zuo et al., 2011). Addressing the question of how sensory stimuli
result in selective alterations will reveal rewiring strategies of circuits and explain why
some brain areas are more ‘plastic’ than others. The first two parts of my dissertation
are focused on understanding experience-dependent structural plasticity, and offer
new insights into cellular mechanisms involved in structural plasticity. The last part of
my dissertation is focused on understanding how neural circuits, specifically primary
somatosensory cortex (S1), functionally adapt to other experiences by looking at
stress-induced changes.

1.1 What is the whisker-primary somatosensory cortex system?
The whisker-primary somatosensory cortex (S1) system is a well-studied sensory
system in rodents, serving as a model for exploring the link between molecular
mechanisms of experience-dependent plasticity, synaptic circuits, and behavior.
Rodents heavily depend on their whiskers to navigate through their environment, as
they are nocturnal animals. The whiskers are used to obtain spatial and textural
sensory information about their environment, allowing rodents to locate objects and
perform texture discrimination.

The pathways by which sensory information from the whiskers is passed on to the
primary somatosensory cortex (S1) have been well characterized (Petersen, 2007).
Deflection of a whisker is thought to open mechano-gated ion changes in nerve
endings of sensory neurons in the hair follicle. The resulting depolarization evokes
action potential firing in the sensory neuron of the trigeminal nerve. A single sensory
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neuron only fires action potentials to deflection of one specific whisker. The sensory
neurons synapse onto the trigeminal nuclei of the brainstem. Groups of neurons
termed “barrelettes” in the principal trigeminal nucleus receive strong input from a
single whisker, such that each of the barrelette has a one-to-one correspondence with
a particular whisker. Barreletes project to the corresponding ‘barreloids’ in the
thalamus. The axons of the barreloids in the thalamus finally then project to S1.
Whisker representations in S1 are highly organized into somatotopic maps
representative of the facial whisker pad. Each whisker has a corresponding area of
representation in the cortex, termed a ‘barrel’ (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970).

1.1.1 Two pathways for information flow from the thalamus
Before reaching S1, all sensory information is relayed by the thalamus. There
are two types of sensory information conveyed by the whiskers: whisker deflections
and whisker movement, i.e. active position of the whiskers. These two types of sensory
information reach S1 via two pathways: lemniscal and paralemniscal, which are
relayed through two different subregions of the thalamus. These two pathways
ultimately provide feed-forward excitation to S1.

The lemniscal pathway, which is relayed through the ventral posterior medial
(VPM) nucleus of the thalamus, provides information about whisker deflection (Ito,
1988). VPM neurons respond mainly and precisely to whisker deflection of one
principal whisker (Simons and Carvell, 1989, Brecht and Sakmann, 2002). VPM
neurons mainly project to layer 4 (L4) of S1. Excitation from the VPM evokes nearsynchronous depolarization within layer 4 of the same barrel column (Bruno and
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Sakmann, 2006). The clear single-whisker signaling pathway from the whisker to S1
through the lemniscal pathway suggest that it is ideally suited to carry information
about whisker deflections.

The paralemniscal pathway, which is mediated through the posterior medial
(POm) nucleus of the thalamus, is thought to relay information about whisker
movements, and thus plays an important role during active exploration and
sensorimotor coordination. It has been reported that the paralemiscal pathway has
different properties from the lemniscal pathway. For instance, POm neurons have
complex receptive fields, respond to whisker movement, and are driven by feedback
from both motor and sensory areas (Yu et al., 2006). These properties of POm neurons
render them suited for integrating various information, such as whisker movement and
contextual information. In addition, POm neurons predominantly project to layer 1 (L1)
and layer (L5). Taken together, it has been suggested that POm neurons play a
modulatory role in S1 sensory processing.

1.1.2 Layer-specific contributions to cortical computation
The primary somatosensory cortex, like all other sensory cortices, can be
anatomically divided into six defined layers: from superficial layer 1 to layer 6. Each
layer contains different types of excitatory neurons, as well as different connections.
Each layer also plays different roles in processing sensory information and cortical
computation. Here, we focus on three layers that play an important role in both
lemniscal and paralemniscal pathways.
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Layer 4 (L4) is considered the main recipient of thalamocortical input representing
the whiskers, and mainly consists of spiny stellate neurons with dendrites that are
confined to L4. These spiny stellate neurons are arranged in a circular pattern around
a clustered thalamocortical afferent, thus termed a barrel. Each barrel has a strong
response to the tactile stimulation of one particular whisker. Each sensory whisker is
represented somatopically in the large-scale structure of the barrel field in L4. Neurons
in L4 show a specific preference to the direction of whisker deflection (Petersen and
Sakmann, 2000).

L2/3 receives direct projections from L4, and is thought to be a key component
in the earliest stages of intracortical processing of sensory information, as shown in
both in vitro and in vivo recordings of neural activity (Petersen and Sakmann, 2001;
Feldmeyer et al., 2006; Shepherd et al., 2003). L2/3 is densely packed with pyramidal
neurons with apical dendrites extending to layer 1, receiving both local and long-range
projections from L2/3 neurons in distant cortical areas i.e. allowing for communication
between different regions of the cortex. L2/3 neurons also send their projections to
other areas such as secondary somatosensory cortex and primary motor cortex
(Aronoff et al., 2010). Based on their connectivity patterns, L2/3 is a site of major
integration/processing of information. There is a consensus that L2/3 neurons have
lower firing rates (i.e. low spontaneous and evoked action potential rates) than neurons
in other cortical layers, such as L4 and L5 (O’Connor et al., 2010). This sparse activity,
which is confirmed in both electrophysiological and two-photon in vivo calcium imaging
studies, is an efficient way for coding since only a small minority of L2/3 neurons are
active at a given time (Hrodmadka et al., 2008; Kerr et al., 2007; O’Connor et al.,
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2010). This sparse activity is exhibited even in the presence of a sensory stimuli
(Helmchen et al., 2018). It is proposed that this sparse activity during sensory
stimulation is due to sensory inputs engaging strong feed-forward inhibition, which
keeps the membrane potential of most L2/3 neurons below the spike threshold,
rendering them only sparsely responsive (Crochet et al., 2011). More importantly, this
sparse firing activity reflects the high selectivity of L2/3 neurons for specific parameters
of the stimulus and/or context. Studies have demonstrated that L2/3 neurons are
selective for behaviorally relevant parameters in detection tasks, such as texture
coarseness (Garion et al., 2014), and in texture discrimination tasks (Chen et al, 2013;
Kwon et al., 2016). This suggests that sparse activity of L2/3 neurons is critical for the
execution of specific tasks.

Layer 5 (L5) receives excitatory input from all other layers and extends long-range
projections to cortical and subcortical areas such as thalamus and brainstem. L5
contains pyramidal neurons with large cell bodies and prominent apical dendrites that
ascend to the superficial layers. L5 neurons display higher firing rates compared to
L2/3 neurons (O’Connor et al., 2010). Recent work hypothesizes that L5 modulates
activity within the cortical column (i.e. cells with arranged in a vertical cluster that share
the same tuning for any given receptive field feature): they receive and integrate
thalamic input from POm (Wimmer et al., 2010; Audette et al., 2018) and top-down
inputs from regions such as primary motor cortex (M1) (Kinnischtzke et al., 2014).
However, the possible mechanisms by which L5 processes information are still
unclear.
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1.2 Sensory experience shapes organization in primary somatosensory cortex
Sensory

experience

dynamically

shapes

cortical

circuit

formation

and

development (Tau and Peterson, 2010). It is argued that experiences in early postnatal
development lay down basic circuitry of S1 that can be later modified by experiences
during adolescence. This is nicely demonstrated in the rodent S1. While somatotopic
organization of S1 is predominantly determined by genetic programs, the formation of
the S1 whisker-barrel map is experience-dependent. This immediately raises
questions about how and to what extent experience rewires cortical circuits. The basis
of such rewiring involves a combination of structural and functional changes in neurons
and their connections. While the end product of rewiring is to change the output of
connections and the circuits that those connections form, the strategies for rewiring
vary due to the complex pattern of connectivity between neurons. Therefore, it is
important to highlight the differences in rewiring strategies of each connection.

1.2.1 Measuring experience-dependent structural plasticity in cortical circuits
Many studies have identified changes in synapses as important structural
mechanisms for experience-dependent plasticity of cortical circuits (Holmaat et al.,
2006; Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Willbrecht et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2009). Synapses are
sites at which neurons within a circuit connect and communicate with each other, thus
play a crucial role in cortical circuit function (Sudhof and Malenka, 2008). The vast
majority of excitatory synaptic inputs are onto dendritic spines (small postsynaptic
protrusions formed along the dendritic branches), and thus spines serve as a good
proxy for excitatory synapses (Gray, 1959; Majewska et al., 2000). Individual dendritic
spines can be followed over time in the living brain with in vivo two-photon microscopy.
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Using this technique, researchers have revealed the reorganization of cortical
connections during experience in the form of de novo synapse growth and loss. In fact,
the rates of formation and elimination of dendritic spines change over the lifespan of
the animal (Lendvai et al., 2000; Zuo et al., 2005). During early postnatal development
(postnatal days, P0-P15) in mouse, there is an initial phase of spinogenesis resulting
in net increase of dendritic spine density (Lendvai et al., 2000). From adolescence to
early adulthood (P15 – P60), spine elimination increases drastically, resulting in an
overall decrease in the density of spines (Holtmaat et al., 2005; Zuo et al, 2005; Yang
et al., 2009). By adulthood (P120), spine elimination and formation reach equilibrium
(Zuo et al., 2005; Mostany et al., 2013) and dendritic spine density is decreased
dramatically compared to early postnatal development. Importantly, prolonged
sensory deprivation via whisker trimming during adolescence and adulthood prevents
spine pruning in the mouse somatosensory cortex, indicating that spine elimination is
an activity-dependent process (Zuo et al., 2005).

1.2.2 Measuring experience-dependent functional plasticity
In addition to structural changes of synapses driven by alterations in spine
dynamics, studies have elucidated the effects of experience-dependent plasticity via
electrophysiological recordings. Studies have clearly demonstrated that the whisker
field receptive map undergoes plasticity in response to alterations in whisker
experience (Fox et al., 2002). For example, in neonatal rodents (younger than
postnatal day 4), whisker-mediated sensory deprivation via the trimming or plucking of
all but one whisker results in an expansion of the ‘spared’ whisker representation in all
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cortical layers. This is especially true for cortical layer 4, where neuronal responses
drastically change, suggesting that thalamocortical synapses are likely to be primary
sites of plasticity in neonates. However, in adolescent and adult mice, whisker
deprivation induces receptive field plasticity most rapidly in layer 2/3, and only later, or
not at all, in layer 4 (Fox et al., 2002; Stern et al. 2001). This strongly suggests that
intracortical synapses, specifically layer 4 to layer 2/3 and horizontal cross-columnar
layer 2/3 to layer 2/3, rather than thalamocortical synapses, are primary sites of
plasticity in adults (Allen et al., 2003; Shepherd et al., 2003).

1.2.3 Mechanisms underlying experience-dependent cortical rewiring
Mechanisms that drive neuronal plasticity have been the subject of intense
investigation for a number of years. Hebbian plasticity, i.e. long-term potentiation (LTP)
and long-term depression (LTD), is well known to play a critical role in sculpting neural
circuits by altering synaptic strength in response to changes in environment (Feldman,
2009, Katz and Shatz, 1996; Malenka and Bear, 2004). Indeed, these two mechanisms
are essential in strengthening or weakening specific connections within neural circuits.
Correlated firing of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons leads to a strengthening of
synapses, while decorrelated firing results in weakening. It has been nicely
demonstrated that repeated stimulus presentations strengthen cortical responses over
time, similar to LTP (Frenkel et al., 2006). On the other hand, whisker deprivation
obstructs LTD in S1.

In addition to Hebbian plasticity, there are other mechanisms of plasticity
involved in experience-dependent cortical rewiring. Homeostatic synaptic plasticity is
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a negative feedback mechanism that neurons use to maintain the stability of the
network i.e. offset excitation or inhibition. In S1, this balance is maintained by adjusting
their synaptic strengths through altering their synapse number (Knott et al., 2002). For
example, persistent whisker stimulation produced a compensatory increase in the
number of inhibitory synapses in L4 neurons, which decreased the firing rate of L4
neurons (Knott et al., 2002; Quairiaux et al., 2007).

Synapses implement Hebbian and homeostatic adaptations through a variety
of molecular processes. Work has shown that retinoic acid (RA) and its receptor
(RARα) also regulate both Hebbian synaptic plasticity and homeostatic synaptic
plasticity in cultured hippocampal neurons (Arendt et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2014;
Maghsoodi et al., 2008; Sarti et al., 2013). In the case of homeostatic synaptic
plasticity, RA rapidly readjusts the balance of synaptic excitation/inhibition in response
to synaptic inactivity. During normal synaptic activity, RARα acts as an mRNA
translational repressor by directly binding to substrate mRNAs, such as α-amino-3hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) subunit GluA1 (Poon
and Chen, 2008). The resulting reduction in dendritic calcium levels due to synaptic
inactivity triggers synthesis of RA (Wang et al., 2011; Arendt et al., 2015b), which in
turn binds to RARα and reduces its affinity for substrate mRNA. This allows for
dendritic protein synthesis of GluA1 and insertion of GluA1-containing AMPAR
subunits into the postsynaptic membrane, thus increasing the excitatory synaptic
strength (Maghsoodi et al., 2008). Together, these in vitro studies suggest that RA
signaling mediated by RARα may also impact synaptic plasticity beyond Hebbian and
homeostatic synaptic regulation.
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1.3

What is stress?
A stress response is integral for survival, as it allows organisms to respond and

adapt appropriately in response to life-threatening situations. One of the main stress
response pathways is the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) axis (Romeo and
McEwen, 2006; Smith and Vale, 2006). Briefly, stress induces the neurons in the
paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus to release two hormones –
corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) – into the blood
vessels. Both hormones then stimulate the anterior pituitary gland to produce and
secrete adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) into the general circulation. In turn,
ACTH induces glucocorticoid synthesis and release from the adrenal glands, located
on top of the kidneys. The main glucocorticoids in humans and rodents are cortisol
and corticosterone, respectively. Glucocorticoids binds to glucocorticoid receptors
(GRs), and such binding induces a variety of physiological changes such as:
increasing blood glucose levels, increasing cardiovascular function, and decreasing
inflammatory responses, to name a few. These physiological changes allow the body
to adapt to life-threatening situations. However, while initially adaptive, prolonged
activation of the stress response can produce maladaptive effects (McEwen, 2007).
This happens because once the stress hormones are chronically increased, major
biological pathways in the brain (e.g. brain neurotransmitter) become dysregulated,
which will then collectively impact cognitive function.

1.3.1 Effects of stress on cortical circuits
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Stress is a common and inevitable aspect of life in modern society. However,
modern life stressors are typically chronic. We know that chronic stress can contribute
to cognitive impairments and the development of mental health problems (Lupien et
al., 2009). Considerable evidence shows that these cognitive problems arise due to
stress-induced changes in functional plasticity, such as neuronal excitability, and
structural plasticity. For example, changes in spine structure were observed in several
brain areas involved in complex behavior and cognition, some of which are
hippocampus, amygdala, and prefrontal cortex (PFC) (McEwen et al., 2015). However,
the response of the brain to stressors is a complex process involving multiple
interacting mediators and utilizing many mechanisms.

One in particular aspect of stress is the effect of elevated levels of
glucocorticoids on neuronal excitability and function. It is known that stress results in
elevated levels of glucocorticoids, which can easily pass the blood-brain barrier
(Sapolstsky et al., 1986). Once in the brain, glucocorticoids can bind to intracellular
steriod receptors: high-afinnity mineralocorticoid and low-affinity glucocorticoid
receptors (MR and GR, respectively). Convergent lines of evidence have shown that
glucocorticoids, by binding to their receptors, increases glutamate release in several
cortical areas, such as PFC (Treccani et al., 2015; McEwen et al., 2015). Specifically,
a recent study demonstrated that acute stress, by activating GRs, increased the
delivery of NMDARs and AMPARs to the synaptic membrane, resulting in long-lasting
potentiation of glutamatergic transmision in PFC neurons (Yuen et al., 2009). Taken
together, stress controls neuronal activity through glutamate receptor membrane
trafficking, ultimately altering circuit excitability.
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In addition to affecting neuronal excitability, stress also alters neuronal
architecture through a decrease of dendritic arborization (Mitra et al., 2005; Magariños
et al., 2011). One mechanism in which stress alters brain structure is through cell
adhesion molecules, which are important for proper synaptic formation and
stabilization (McEwen et al., 2015). A few adhesion molecules that were reported to
change in response to different stressors are NCAM (neural cell adhesion molecule)
and the neuroligins. It has been proposed that stress-induced reduction of NCAM-140
(neural cell adhesion molecule isoform 140) leads to elimination of existing synapses,
resulting in dendritic shrinkage on hippocampal CA3 neurons. In addition, studies have
found a reduction in neuroligins in the hippocampus in response to stress.

There are many more mechanisms through which stress alters both structure
and function, suggesting that stress has widespread effects throughout the brain.
Much more work is needed to understand stress-induced changes in neural
architecture. Gaining insight into the mechanisms that are involved in stress-induced
neural reorganization can shed light into cortical plasticity and help us identify
therapeutic targets of potential interest.

1.3.2 Stress alters circuits underlying sensory processing
Stress has a widespread effect throughout the brain, as evidenced by the broad
spectrum of cognitive abnormalities it induces. Furthermore, glucocorticoid receptors
are located throughout the brain, including in S1 (McEwen et al., 1968). Therefore, it
is conceivable that stress also affects information processing in the sensory cortices,
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specifically primary somatosensory cortex. While the effects of stress on regions such
as PFC have been well studied, less is known about how stress impacts sensory
regions. To fully comprehend the effect of stress on cognitive functions, we must start
by understanding the effects of stress on basic cortical functions such as sensory
processing. Cortical sensory processing serves as a critical link between the everchanging external world and the internal universe of consciousness, and forms the
foundation of bottom-up cognitive processing. Thus, impaired sensory information
processing may feedforward to alter the function of higher order cortical areas.

Indeed, previous work in our lab demonstrated that stress impairs basic
sensory discrimination, as evidenced by the reduction in ability to discriminate
between rough and smooth textures. This behavior deficit is accompanied by an
increase in spine elimination on apical dendrites of L5 neurons in S1, whereas spine
formation is not affected (Chen et al., 2018). Furthermore, an in vitro study
demonstrated that stress reduced spine density in S1 (Sala-Catala et al., 2005). These
studies suggest that stress increases elimination of spines (excitatory synapses),
resulting in structural reorganization of somatosensory cortex circuitry, and that such
reorganization is associated with difficulties in processing tactile information. However,
it is still unclear how these structural alterations in spines ultimately alter circuits
underlying sensory processing.
1.4 Relevance
The focus of this dissertation is to understand the rewiring strategies employed by
circuits in response to changes in experience. First, we looked at how distinct cortical
layers alter their synaptic structure in response to sensory stimulation. Second, we
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identify a molecular mechanism involved in experience-dependent synaptic plasticity.
Third, we focus on how circuits involved in behavior functionally adapt to an aversive
experience.

Chapter 2: Pyramidal neurons in different cortical layers exhibit distinct
dynamics and plasticity of apical dendritic spines

2.1 Abstract
The mammalian cerebral cortex is typically organized in six layers containing
multiple types of neurons, with pyramidal neurons (PNs) being the most abundant.
PNs in different cortical layers have distinct morphology, physiology and functional
roles in neural circuits. Therefore, their development and synaptic plasticity may also
differ. Using in vivo transcranial two-photon microscopy, we followed the structural
dynamics of dendritic spines on apical dendrites of layer (L) 2/3 and L5 PNs at different
developmental stages. We show that the density and dynamics of spines are
significantly higher in L2/3 PNs than L5 PNs in both adolescent (1 month old) and adult
(4 months old) mice. While spine density of L5 PNs decreases during adolescent
development due to a higher rate of spine elimination than formation, there is no net
change in the spine density along apical dendrites of L2/3 PNs over this period. In
addition, experiences exert differential impact on the dynamics of apical dendritic
spines of PNs resided in different cortical layers. While motor skill learning promotes
spine turnover on L5 PNs in the motor cortex, it does not change the spine dynamics
on L2/3 PNs. In addition, neonatal sensory deprivation decreases the spine density of
both L2/3 and L5 PNs, but leads to opposite changes in spine dynamics among these
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two populations of neurons in adolescence. In summary, our data reveal distinct
dynamics and plasticity of apical dendritic spines on PNs in different layers in the living
mouse cortex, which may arise from their distinct functional roles in cortical circuits.

2.2 Introduction
The mammalian cerebral cortex plays an essential role in perception, motor
control and higher cognitive functions. It consists of distinct areas, which are dedicated
to specific functions but share a common laminar structure. Neurons in different
cortical layers can be classified into subtypes, the most abundant being the pyramidal
neurons (PNs) (DeFelipe and Fariñas, 1992). PNs are glutamatergic excitatory
neurons (DeFelipe, 2011); they usually have pyramid-shaped somata and
communicate with other cortical or sub-cortical regions of the brain via long-distance
axonal projections (DeFelipe and Fariñas, 1992; Spruston, 2008).

PNs located in different cortical layers vary considerably in their connectivity,
dendritic morphology, and functional properties (Feldmeyer, 2012; Harris and
Shepherd, 2015). First, their axons project to distinct targets. L2/3 PNs send axons to
both neighboring and distant cortical regions (Fame et al., 2011; Harris and Shepherd,
2015). Presumably they are important for integrating information across cortical areas
and mediating higher order information processing. On the other hand, L5 PNs
constitute a major source of cortical outputs to subcortical structures, projecting axons
to regions such as the thalamus, the striatum, the midbrain, the pons, and the spinal
cord (O'Leary and Koester, 1993; Harris and Shepherd, 2015). Second, L5 and L2/3
PNs differ in cell body size and dendritic arborization. L2/3 PNs have smaller somata
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and more confined dendritic trees compared to L5 PNs (Larkman and Mason, 1990;
Feldmeyer, 2012; Rojo et al., 2016). Apical dendrites of L5 PNs extend a greater
distance than those of L2/3 PNs to reach the pial surface, sampling a greater area of
the cortex (Spruston, 2008). Finally, L2/3 PNs have a significantly lower spontaneous
and evoked action potential firing rate than L5 PNs (Petersen and Crochet, 2013).
These structural and functional differences between L2/3 and L5 PNs are thought to
support their diverse roles in information processing within neural circuits.

Neurons interconnect and communicate with each other at specialized sites
called synapses. The postsynaptic sites of the majority of excitatory synapses reside
on dendritic spines, tiny protrusions emanating from dendrites (Gray, 1959). Spines
contain molecular components for synaptic signaling and plasticity, including
ionotropic and metabotropic receptors, cytoskeletal and adaptor proteins, and various
signaling molecules (Nimchinsky et al., 2002; Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010;
Sheng and Kim, 2011; Colgan and Yasuda, 2014; Levy et al., 2014). In the past two
decades, transgenic mice expressing fluorescent proteins (Feng et al., 2000) and twophoton microscopy (Denk et al., 1990) have enabled tracking the dynamic formation
and elimination of spines, which imply corresponding changes in synaptic connections,
in living animals over time (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Fu and Zuo, 2011; Chen et
al., 2014b). Longitudinal imaging of spine dynamics demonstrates that spine formation
and plasticity is fundamental to the development and experience-dependent
remodeling of neural circuits throughout the animal’s life (Trachtenberg et al., 2002;
Zuo et al., 2005b; Holtmaat et al., 2006; Hofer et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al.,
2009; Tropea et al., 2010; Attardo et al., 2015). The majority of in vivo imaging studies
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on the structural dynamics of dendritic spines have so far focused on L5 PNs in the
cerebral cortex. This is largely due to the ready availability of transgenic mouse lines
that preferentially and strongly express fluorescent proteins (i.e., YFP or GFP) in a
putatively random subset of L5 PNs. In addition, most chronic live imaging work using
these mouse lines have focused on the plasticity of spines in L1 of the cortex because
of their optical accessibility. While these studies have revealed interesting
spatiotemporal patterns of spine dynamics under various conditions, there is no
guarantee that the conclusions are universally applicable rules. For example, inputs to
upper-layer PNs are distinct from those to L5 PNs (Feldmeyer, 2012; Hooks et al.,
2013); similarly, apical and basal dendrites of the same neuron may form synapses
with distinct neuronal populations (Spruston, 2008; Feldmeyer, 2012; Oberlaender et
al., 2012): all these may result in different rules for synaptic dynamics.

In this study, we compared the developmental and experience-dependent
spine dynamics along apical dendritic tufts of L2/3 versus L5 PNs. Specifically, we
investigated whether and how their spine dynamics differ through postnatal
development into adulthood, during adolescent forelimb-specific motor skill learning,
and in response to neonatal sensory deprivation. Despite a handful of papers directly
comparing L2/3 and L5 PN apical dendritic spine dynamics (Holtmaat et al., 2005;
Hofer et al., 2009; Schubert et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016), the
behavior of spines under the conditions mentioned above has not been investigated
systematically.

Given the importance of motor skill learning and early sensory

experience for brain development, such data will improve our knowledge on how brain
circuits change in response to early experience. We found that the spine density and
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the intrinsic spine dynamics are significantly higher in L2/3 PNs than in L5 PNs in both
adolescent and adult mice. Interestingly, L2/3 and L5 PNs respond differently to
neonatal sensory deprivation and adolescent motor learning, suggesting a circuitspecific modulation of excitatory connections in the cortex by experience.

2.3 Material and Methods
Experimental Animals
All animal care and experimental procedures were performed in accordance with
protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at
University of California, Santa Cruz. Thy1-YFP-H line mice (Feng et al., 2000) were
purchased from Jackson Laboratory. Timed pregnant C57Bl/6 female mice were
purchased from Charles River. Mice were group-housed in the UCSC animal facility,
with 12 h light-dark cycle and access to food and water ad libitum. Both male and
female mice were used in all experiments.

In utero electroporation
In utero electroporation (IUE) was performed as previously described (Saito and
Nakatsuji, 2001) on E13.5 or E15.5 timed pregnant C57Bl/6 mice to label L5 or L2/3
PNs, respectively. The pCAG-GFP plasmid (Addgene #11150) was purified using the
NucleoBond Extra Midi EF Kit (Clontech Laboratories). The plasmid was diluted to a
final concentration of 1 µg/µl with sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and
colorized with 0.1% Fast Green (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved at 37˚C immediately prior
to use. 1-2 µl DNA plasmid was injected into the lateral ventricle through a pulled glass
micropipette. Five pulses (25-30 V amplitude, 50 ms duration with 950 ms intervals)
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were delivered, targeting the motor or barrel cortex, using a platinum plate tweezerstype electrode connected to a square-pulse electroporator (CUY21, NEPA Gene).

Immunofluorescence for cortical sections and confocal imaging
The mouse was transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M
PBS. Following perfusion, the brain was post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4˚C overnight and
cryoprotected with overnight incubation in 30% sucrose. The brain was then
embedded in OCT medium and cryosectioned into 25 µm thick coronal sections. For
immunostaining, sections were washed in PBS for 10 min, and incubated in blocking
solution (5% goat serum, 0.01% Triton in PBS) for 15 min at room temperature in a
humid chamber. Sections were then quickly washed in PBS and labeled with rabbit
anti-Cux1 (1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) at 4˚C overnight in a humid chamber.
Sections were subsequently incubated with goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 594 (1:500; Life Technologies) in 0.1M PBS for 2 h at
room temperature. Finally, sections were washed in PBS and mounted with
Fluoromount-G mounting medium (Southern Biotech). Confocal images were taken
with a Leica SP5 confocal microscope with 10x/0.3 NA, 20x/0.75 NA, and 63x/1.4 NA
oil-immersion objectives. All images shown in Figure 1 are representative of at least
three replications. Merging of different channels into multi-color images was performed
with Adobe Photoshop.

For quantification of fluorescently labeled cells co-labeled with Cux1, wide-field images
of brain sections were collected on a Zeiss Axio Imager M2 microscope with a 20x/
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0.8 NA objective using the Axiovision software and cells were manually counted in
Stereo Investigator (MicroBrightField).

In vivo transcranial imaging and data analysis
Transcranial two-photon imaging and analysis of spine density and dynamics of apical
dendritic tufts were performed as previously described (Zuo et al., 2005a). All images
were analyzed using ImageJ. Spine density was calculated by dividing the number of
spines by the length of the dendritic segment on which they reside. Only dendritic
segments belonging to the apical tufts that lie within a single optical section are
analyzed. Percentage of spines eliminated or formed was calculated as the number of
spines eliminated or formed over the total spines counted in the images obtained
during the first imaging session. The numbers of animals and spines analyzed under
various experimental conditions are summarized in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. All
data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Mann-Whitney U test and Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test followed by post-hoc multiple comparisons test were used for statistical
analysis. p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Image processing for Figure 2A-B were performed as previously described (Xu et al.,
2009). Briefly, we chose regions with sparsely labeled dendrites as examples and
made maximum intensity projections of the image stack. The resulted images were
then thresholded, Gaussian filtered and contrast-enhanced for presentation.

Single-pellet reaching task
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Single-pellet reaching test was performed as previously described (Xu et al., 2009;
Chen et al., 2014a). Briefly, the mouse was food-restricted to maintain 90% of the ad
libitum weight during the experiment. A brief shaping phase was used to familiarize
the mouse with the training chamber and task requirements, as well as to determine
its limb preference. 30 pellets were used for each training session. Reach attempts
were scored and the success rate was calculated as the percentage of successful
reaches over total reaches per session.

Sensory deprivation
Whisker trimming was performed as previously described (Lee et al., 2009). Mystacial
vibrissae of both side whisker-pads were cut to skin level daily from postnatal day 0 to
7. Control mice were handled similarly without whisker trimming.

Whisker-dependent texture discrimination task
Whisker-dependent texture discrimination test was performed as previously described
(Wu et al., 2013; Chen and Zuo, 2015). Briefly, the mouse was habituated and tested
in a testing arena (38 cm x 28 cm x 23 cm). On the testing day the mouse went through
three phases: encoding (5 min), rest (5 min), and testing (3 min). In the encoding
phase, the mouse was presented with two identically textured columns (3 cm x 3 cm
x 9 cm). One of the columns was replaced with a new column of a different texture
during testing phase. The amount of time spent actively investigating the columns was
recorded and analyzed using EthoVision XT 10-Noldus software. Data are presented
as mean ± s.e.m. Student’s t-test was performed to compare the percentage of time
spent investigating the columns during testing. p < 0.05 was considered significant.
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2.4 Results

2.4.1

Timed in utero electroporation selectively labels cortical neurons in
specific areas and layers

To specifically label L5 or L2/3 PNs, we electroporated plasmids encoding the
green fluorescent protein (GFP) into the mouse cortex on either embryonic day (E)
13.5 or E15.5, respectively (Figure 1A-C). By adjusting the electrode position, we
selectively targeted either the barrel or the motor cortex. None of the GFP+ cells in
E13.5-electroporated brains co-labeled with Cux1, a marker for upper-layer neurons
(Arlotta et al., 2005; Molyneaux et al., 2007), but the majority (>94%, 407 cells from 3
mice) of GFP+ cells in E15.5-electroporated brains did (Figure 1D). These data
demonstrate our capability to target PNs of a particular cortical region in a layerspecific manner.
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Figure 1. IUE selectively labels cortical neurons in specific areas and layers. (A)
Experimental design showing the timing of IUE and in vivo imaging. LV: lateral
ventricle; Cx: cortex; CPu: striatum; cc: corpus callosum. (B) An example of E15.5 IUE
targeting the motor cortex. Left: the whole brain. Right: A coronal section of one
hemisphere. (C) Examples of L2/3 (left) or L5 (right) PNs in the motor cortex labeled
by IUE. (D) An example of GFP neurons in the E13.5 electroporated brain co-labeling
with Cux1 (Red). Scale bars: 1mm (B left), 500 µm (B right), 100 µm (C), and 5 µm
(D).
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Supplementary Figure 1. Comparison of spine density in different cortical layers
and regions. (A) Spine densities of apical dendrites of L5 PNs are comparable
between E13.5 electroporated mice and YFP-H line mice. Mann-Whitney U test. (B)
The spine density of PNs in the same layer is comparable between motor and barrel
cortices, with higher density in L5 PNs compared to L2/3 PNs. Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test with post-hoc multiple comparisons was used for statistical analysis. **p <
0.01, ***p < 0.001. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Numbers of mice analyzed
are indicated in the figure.
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2.4.2 L2/3 PNs have higher spine density along apical dendrites than L5 PNs and
lack spine pruning during adolescent development

As most excitatory synapses reside on spines (Gray, 1959), spine density is a
good indicator of a neuron's excitatory synaptic connectivity. To compare the spine
density on apical dendrites of L2/3 versus L5 PNs, we imaged dendritic segments in
L1 of the motor cortex of both electroporated mice and YFP-H line mice with
transcranial in vivo two-photon microscopy. We found that the spine density of L5 PNs
was comparable between E13.5-electroporated mice (0.44 ± 0.04 spines/µm) and
YFP-H mice (0.47 ± 0.01 spines/µm) at P30 (p > 0.6, Supplementary Figure 1A).
However, the spine density along L2/3 PNs (0.73 ± 0.04 spines/µm) was almost twice
that of L5 PNs at the same age (p < 0.001, Figures 2A,C). This difference in spine
density between L2/3 and L5 PNs was also observed in the barrel cortex (p < 0.001,
Supplementary Figure 1B). It is worth noting that the spine density of L5 and L2/3 PNs
was comparable between barrel and motor cortices (p > 0.3, Supplementary Figure
1B). Furthermore, we found that spine density of L5 PNs decreased from postnatal
day (P) 14 (early adolescent) until P120 (adulthood) (Figure 2C), consistent with earlier
findings in the sensory cortex (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Holtmaat et al., 2005; Zuo et
al., 2005a). Given the developmental pruning of spines, the higher spine density
observed on L2/3 PNs at P30 could be due to a slower or delayed spine pruning or a
higher spine density to start with. To distinguish between these possibilities, we
compared spine densities of L2/3 PNs and L5 PNs at 3 other ages (P14, P60, and
P120; Figure 2C). We found no difference in spine density along L2/3 PNs among
these age groups (p > 0.7), and spine densities of L2/3 PNs were significantly higher
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than that of L5 PNs at all ages examined (p < 0.05) (Table 2). In summary, apical
dendrites of L2/3 PNs harbor intrinsically higher spine density than L5 PNs, but unlike
L5 PNs, L2/3 PNs do not show spine pruning after P14.
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Figure 2. L2/3 PNs have higher spine density and dynamics than L5 PNs. (A,B)
Repeated imaging of the same dendritic branches over 4-day intervals in the motor
cortex of adolescent (P30) (A) and adult (P120) (B) mice. Arrows indicate eliminated
spines, and arrowheads indicate newly formed spines. Filopodia are labeled by
asterisks. Scale bar: 2 µm. (C) The spine density of L5 PNs undergoes a
developmental decrease, whereas the spine density of L2/3 PNs remains constant
from adolescence to adulthood. (D,E) Apical dendrites of L2/3 PNs display higher
formation (D) and elimination (E) rates than L5 PNs in both adolescent and adult mice.
Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test followed by post-hoc multiple comparison was used for
statistical analysis. *p < 0.05, *p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. All data are presented as mean
± s.e.m. Numbers of mice analyzed are indicated in the figure.
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Table 1. Spine density under different experimental conditions.

Data are

presented as mean ± s.e.m. MC: motor cortex, BC: barrel cortex
Age

Cortex

Layer

Conditions

Spine Density
(/µm)

Spine
Number

Animal
Number

P14

MC

L5
L2/3

Control
Control

0.57 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.04

773
637

5
3

P30

MC

P60

MC

L5
L2/3
L5
L2/3

Control
Control
Control
Control

0.47 ± 0.00
0.73 ± 0.04
0.35 ± 0.00
0.70 ± 0.03

926
1249
1284
767

5
6
6
4

P12
0
P30

MC

P30

BC

P30

BC

L5
L2/3
L5
L5
L2/3
L2/3
L5

Control
Control
Control
Trim
Control
Trim
IUE

0.33 ± 0.01
0.74 ± 0.02
0.47 ± 0.01
0.38 ± 0.02
0.90 ± 0.04
0.69 ± 0.05
0.44 ± 0.04

665
1101
1117
607
486
484
850

5
7
9
5
4
4
7

BC
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2.4.3 Apical dendrites of L2/3 PNs exhibit higher spine dynamics than L5 PNs in
both adolescent and adult mice

Time-lapse imaging has accumulated much evidence that synaptic
connections are constantly formed and eliminated in the living brain, even in adulthood
(Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Chen et al., 2014b). To compare baseline spine
dynamics on apical dendrites of L2/3 versus L5 PNs, we followed the same dendritic
segments over a 4-day interval and compared spine changes between imaging
sessions at P30 and P120 (Figure 2A,B). We found that spines on L2/3 PNs are much
more dynamic than spines on L5 PNs. This dynamic could be due to several
possibilities: developmental lag, and plasticity. In the motor cortex over a 4-day interval
at P30, 17.5 ± 1.5% of spines were formed on L2/3 PNs, significantly higher than that
of L5 PNs (5.5 ± 0.6%, p < 0.001; Figure 2D). Similarly, 18.2 ± 1.8% of spines on L2/3
PNs were eliminated over the same period, compared to 8.8 ± 0.6% on L5 PNs (p <
0.001, Figure 2E). In addition, our results revealed that L5 PNs have significantly
higher spine elimination than formation (p < 0.05, Supplementary Figure 2A),
consistent with the decrease in spine density during adolescent development
(Holtmaat et al., 2005). In contrast, L2/3 PNs had balanced spine formation and
elimination at P30 (p > 0.6), consistent with the lack of spine pruning in the adolescent
brain (Supplementary Figure 2A).

We also found that spine dynamics of both L2/3 and L5 PNs slowed down in
the adult brain. In the motor cortex at P120, spine formation and elimination rates of
L2/3 PNs over 4 days were 9.0 ± 0.3% and 9.7 ± 0.4%, respectively, significantly lower
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than those measured at P30 (p < 0.01 for both, Figures 2D,E). Nevertheless, as in
adolescence, these rates were still higher than corresponding ones of L5 PNs (3.6 ±
0.4% formation, 3.7 ± 0.4% elimination, p < 0.001 for both, Figures 2D,E). Importantly,
L2/3 and L5 PNs had balanced spine formation and elimination at P120 (p > 0.5 for
both, Supplementary Figure 2B, Table 2), suggesting that spine density reaches a
constant level for both PNs in adults.
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Supplementary Figure 2. Comparison of spine formation and elimination at
different ages. (A) Significantly more spines were eliminated than formed along apical
dendrites of L5 PNs, but not L2/3 PNs, over 4 days in P30 motor cortex. (B)
Comparable number of spines were formed and eliminated along the apical dendrites
of both L2/3 and L5 PNs over 4 days in the P120 motor cortex. Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test with post-hoc multiple comparisons was used for statistical analysis. *p <
0.05. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Numbers of mice analyzed are indicated
in the figure.
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Table 2. The percentage of spines eliminated and formed over various intervals
under different experimental conditions.

Training: single-pellet reaching task,

Trimming: neonatal sensory deprivation (P0-7). Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m.,
MC: motor cortex, BC: barrel cortex
Imaging
Intervals

Layer

Conditions

Spine
Formation
(%)

Spine
Elimination (%)

Spine
Number

Animal
Number

8.8 ± 0.6
14.1 ± 0.9

749
719

6
5

4 days

L5,
MC

Control
Training

P30
5.5 ± 0.6
13.4 ± 0.9

4 days

L2/3,
MC
L5,
BC

Control
Training
Control
Trimming

17.5 ± 1.5
18.7 ± 0.3
7.2 ± 0.6
11.2 ± 1.0

18.2 ± 1.8
20.1 ± 0.8
12.3 ± 0.7
17.0 ± 1.5

782
481
759
526

6
5
5
4

7 days

L2/3,
BC

Control
Trimming

15.1 ± 0.6
17.6 ± 2.0

484
509

4
4

4 days

L5,
MC
L2/3,
MC

Control
Training
Control
Training

14.6 ± 0.3
7.6 ± 0.9
P120
3.6 ± 0.4
7.9 ± 0.6
9.0 ± 0.3
9.9 ± 0.6

3.7 ± 0.4
9.5 ± 0.3
9.7 ± 0.4
10.4 ± 0.5

619
806
587
469

5
5
4
3

7 days

4 days
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2.4.4 Motor skill learning-induced increase in spine dynamics occurs in L5, but
not L2/3, PNs of the motor cortex
The differences in baseline structural dynamics between L2/3 and L5 PNs
prompted us to ask if experience-dependent spine plasticity could also differ. To do
so, we trained mice to reach for single food pellets, a forelimb-specific motor-skill
learning task (Xu et al., 2009), and imaged the contralateral motor cortex over a 4-day
interval at P30 and P120 to determine spine dynamics changes. Consistent with earlier
work (Xu et al., 2009), we found that motor-skill learning increased spine formation
and elimination of L5 PNs at both P30 and P120 (Figures 3A,B). At P30, 13.4 ± 0.9%
and 14.1 ± 0.9% spines were formed and eliminated, respectively, on the apical
dendrites of L5 PNs in mice undergoing daily training, significantly higher than those
in control mice (p < 0.05 for both, Figure 3A). In contrast, 18.7 ± 0.3% and 20.1 ±
0.8% spines were formed and eliminated, respectively, on the apical dendrites of L2/3
PNs during motor-skill learning, not significantly different from those in control mice (p
> 0.2 for both, Figure 3A). We observed a similar effect in adulthood as well. While L5
PNs responded to learning with elevated formation (7.9 ± 0.6%) and elimination (9.5
± 0.3%) (p < 0.05 for both compared to controls), L2/3 PNs failed to do so (9.9 ± 0.6%
formation and 10.4 ± 0.5% elimination with training, p > 0.2 for both compared to
controls, Figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Motor learning does not enhance spine dynamics of L2/3 PNs in
adolescence or adulthood. (A, B) Motor learning increases the spine dynamics of
L5 PNs, but has no effect on spine dynamics of L2/3 PNs in both P30 adolescent (A)
and P120 adult (B) mice. Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test followed by post-hoc multiple
comparison was used for statistical analysis. *p<0.05. All data are presented as mean
± s.e.m. Numbers of mice analyzed are indicated in the figure.
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2.4.5 Early postnatal sensory deprivation impairs whisker-dependent textural
discrimination and alters cortical spine dynamics in a layer-specific manner in
adolescent mice

Sensory experience during early postnatal life is crucial for the proper
development of neuronal morphology and sensory acuity in rodents (Hubel and
Wiesel, 1964; Carvell and Simons, 1996; Shoykhet et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2009;
Wimmer et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012a; Erzurumlu and Gaspar, 2012; Papaioannou
et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015). To determine if neonatal sensory deprivation alters
sensory processing later in life, we bilaterally trimmed the whiskers of pups during the
first postnatal week (i.e., from P0 to P7), before active whisking starts (Landers and
Philip Zeigler, 2006; Erzurumlu and Gaspar, 2012). We then waited for the whiskers
to grow back to full length (p > 0.3, Supplementary Figure 3A) and assessed whisker
function using the whisker-dependent textural discrimination task (Wu et al., 2013) at
P30. We found that control mice spent significantly more time approaching the column
with the novel texture to the column with the habituated texture (p < 0.01,
Supplementary Figure 3C). In contrast, trimmed mice spent equal amount of time
investigating novel and habituated texture (p > 0.4, Supplementary Figure 3D).
Together, trimmed mice spent a smaller fraction of time approaching the column with
a novel texture compared to control (p < 0.01, Figure 4A). It is important to note that
there was no significant difference in the amount of time spent investigating the
columns during encoding between control and trimmed mice (p > 0.6, Supplementary
Figure 3B), suggesting no defect in exploration activity. These data suggest that early
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sensory experience is crucial for the development of normal whisker-dependent
textural discrimination ability.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Mice with neonatal whisker trimming fail to distinguish
novel and habituated textures, despite normal whisker length and encoding
behavior. (A) Whiskers of P0-7 trimmed mice grew back to control length at P30. (B)
Control and trimmed mice spent comparable investigating time during encoding
phase. (C, D) During testing phase, control mice spent significantly more time
investigating the novel textured object compared to the habituated object (C), whereas
trimmed mice spent comparable time investigating novel and habituated textures (D).
Student t-test was used for statistical analysis. **p < 0.01. Data are presented as mean
± s.e.m. Numbers of mice analyzed are indicated in the figure.
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As the integrity of the barrel cortex is necessary for this texture discrimination
task (Chen and Zuo, 2015), we next asked if neonatal whisker trimming alters synaptic
connectivity and dynamics in the barrel cortex. To do so, we imaged apical dendrites
of L2/3 and L5 PNs in the barrel cortex over a 7-day interval of both control and
trimmed mice at P30. We found that the spine density of both L2/3 and L5 PNs in
trimmed mice were significantly lower than that of controls (Figure 4B, 0.47 ± 0.01 vs.
0.38 ± 0.02 spines/μm for L5 PNs, p < 0.001; 0.90 ± 0.04 vs. 0.69 ± 0.05 spines/μm
for L2/3 PNs, p < 0.05). Following the same dendrites over time, we also found that L5
PNs in trimmed mice had significantly higher spine formation and elimination than in
control mice (formation: 11.2 ± 1.0% vs. 7.2 ± 0.6%, p < 0.05; elimination: 17.0 ± 1.5%
vs. 12.3 ± 0.7%, p < 0.01; Figure 4C,D). Interestingly, L2/3 PNs responded to trimming
differently from L5 PNs, with trimmed mice showing lower spine formation than control
mice (7.6 ± 0.9% vs. 14.6 ± 0.3%, p < 0.01), but comparable spine elimination (17.6 ±
2.0% vs. 15.1 ± 0.6%, p > 0.7; Figure 4C,D). Together, these results suggest that
neonatal sensory deprivation differentially affects the spine dynamics of PNs whose
cell bodies reside in different layers, suggesting layer-specific rearrangements of
excitatory connectivity.
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Figure 4. Neonatal sensory deprivation alters whisker-dependent behavior,
spine density and dynamics of L5 and L2/3 PNs in the barrel cortex. (A) Sensorydeprived mice have defective whisker discrimination at P30. (B) Whisker-trimmed
mice have significantly lower spine density on both L5 and L2/3 PNs, compared to
age-matched controls. (C,D) Spine formation and elimination are altered in both L5
and L2/3 PNs in the trimmed mice. Student’s t-test (A) and Kruskal-Wallis rank sum
test followed by post-hoc multiple comparison (B-D) were used for statistical analysis.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. All data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Numbers of
mice analyzed are indicated in the figure.
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2.5 Discussion
Combining IUE and in vivo two-photon imaging, we examined the structural
plasticity of apical dendritic tufts of either L2/3 or L5 PNs in the motor and barrel
cortices. Our results show that spine density and baseline spine dynamics are
significantly higher in L2/3 PNs than in L5 PNs at all ages and regions examined. The
higher spine density in L2/3 PN has also been previously reported in adults (Holtmaat
et al., 2005). Interestingly, spine density obtained in vivo varies among studies. Our
measured spine density is consistent with some earlier studies (Zuo et al., 2005b; Yu
et al., 2013; Hayashi-Takagi et al., 2014), but slightly higher than the data reported in
other publications (Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Holtmaat et al., 2005). We found that
while L5 PNs undergo a developmental decrease in the number of spines, due to
significantly higher spine elimination compared to formation as shown previously
(Holtmaat et al., 2005; Zuo et al., 2005a; Zuo et al., 2005b). Interestingly, L2/3 PNs
maintain a constant number of spines as the animal develops. As pruning of
supernumerary synapses is believed to be prevalent in the maturation of the nervous
system (Lichtman, 1995; Lichtman and Colman, 2000; Pentajek et al., 2011), it is
important for future research to determine whether our study missed an earlier phase
(before P14) of spine pruning, or spine pruning indeed does not occur in L2/3 PNs.
The difference in baseline spine dynamics may be due to different circuit connections
of L2/3 and L5 PNs (Anderson et al., 2010; Feldmeyer, 2012; Hooks et al., 2013;
Kaneko, 2013). It may also be a consequence of different neuronal activities of L2/3
and L5 PNs (Petersen and Crochet, 2013). As most brain energy is spent on synaptic
transmission, the difference in spine density and dynamics of L2/3 and L5 PNs may
arise from the differences in their metabolic capacity (Harris et al., 2012).
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We observed that L2/3 PNs fail to increase spine dynamics during motor
learning. This result is consistent with a previous study showing that monocular
deprivation increases spine formation and leads to higher spine density on the apical
tufts of L5, but not L2/3, PNs in the binocular region of the mouse visual cortex (Hofer
et al., 2009). A more recent work revealed pathway-specific increases in the formation
of lateral amygdala axon boutons and dendritic spines of L5 PNs in the auditory cortex
during fear conditioning, but no change in spine dynamics of L2/3 PNs (Yang et al.,
2016). Given their high baseline spine dynamics, L2/3 PNs may have already reached
the metabolic ceiling under baseline conditions, so cannot support higher spine
dynamics. However, lack of spine dynamics change does not exclude L2/3 PNs from
participating in motor learning. In fact, studies have shown L2/3 PNs are responsive
during motor skill learning. For example, in vivo calcium imaging has revealed a
convergence of L2/3 PN activity as the animal perfects its motor behavior (Peters et
al., 2014). Furthermore, motor skill learning occludes LTP between L2/3-L2/3
connections and enhances LTD thereof in the motor cortex of rats (Rioult-Pedotti et
al., 2000). These results suggest that motor learning may affect L2/3 PN connections
via synaptic strengthening and weakening, rather than spine generation and removal.
On the other hand, a recent study reports that spine dynamics on L2/3 PNs increases
following a single session of treadmill training (Ma et al., 2016). This could be due to
the different behavioral paradigms employed in this study and our work, which may
involve different cortical circuits and thus evoke different spine remodeling patterns.
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Many studies have shown that sensory experiences profoundly impact the
organization and development of sensory cortices (Carvell and Simons, 1996;
Majewska and Sur, 2003; Sadaka et al., 2003; Fox and Wong, 2005; Holtmaat et al.,
2006; Lee et al., 2009; Briner et al., 2010; Popescu and Ebner, 2010; Tropea et al.,
2010). Our results support this idea by showing that neonatal sensory deprivation
leads to altered spine density/dynamics and defective whisker-dependent behavior.
Our study, together with previous in vivo imaging studies, depicts a complex picture of
sensory deprivation in the sensory cortex: the impact depends on the type of
manipulation, the time window of manipulation, and the type of neurons (Fu and Zuo,
2011; Medini, 2014). In the visual cortex, dark rearing increases spine motility on L5
PNs (Tropea et al., 2010), and monocular deprivation increases spine formation on L5
PNs in the binocular zone (Hofer et al., 2009). Recent work also reveals that, while the
dynamics of spines on L2/3 PNs in the visual cortex does not change in response to
monocular deprivation, the proportion of clustered dynamic spines increases (Chen et
al., 2012b), and inhibitory synapses on spines are repeatedly assembled and removed
(Villa et al., 2016). In the somatosensory cortex, trimming all whiskers decreases spine
pruning (Zuo et al., 2005b), whereas chessboard trimming stabilizes new spines and
destabilizes persistent spines in L5 PNs with complex apical tufts (Holtmaat et al.,
2006). On the other hand, sensory deprivation via follicle removal has been shown not
to significantly alter L5 or L2/3 spine density and turnover, but to increase new
persistent spine formation of L2/3 PNs (Schubert et al., 2013). While the above studies
focused on the effect of sensory deprivation on adolescent and adult spine plasticity,
our work focused on the delayed effects of neonatal sensory deprivation. Specifically,
neonatal (P0-7) bilateral whisker trimming decreases spine density of both L5 and L2/3
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PNs. It is possible that the decrease in spine density is due to a reduction in axonal
branches from the thalamus (Wimmer et al., 2010), which may result in an overall
decrease in excitatory inputs to the apical tufts. In addition to reduction in spine density
in apical tufts of L5 and L2/3 PNs, we observed layer-specific changes in spine
dynamics. Under our experimental paradigm, it is understandable that in response to
neonatal whisker trimming L5 PNs exhibit higher spine formation and elimination
(Figure 4), mimicking an immature stage of the developing brain. However, it is
puzzling that L2/3 PNs in the trimmed mice decrease spine formation without changes
in spine elimination. The difference in spine dynamics of L5 and L2/3 PNs in response
to neonatal whisker trimming suggests that there are functional differences in sensory
processing between L5 and L2/3 PNs. As a recent study challenges the canonical
model of information flow in the rodent barrel cortex and questions the functional role
of L2/3 PNs in sensory processing (Constantinople and Bruno, 2016), more studies
are necessary to understand the synaptic organization and plasticity of L2/3 PNs.

In summary, our data suggest different dynamic rules governing experiencedependent structural plasticity of apical dendritic spines of PNs in different cortical
layers. However, we cannot prove that new spines observed in this study all have
synapses. Indeed, previous studies combining in vivo optical imaging with correlative
electron microscopy or fluorescent labeling of synaptic proteins such as PSD95 have
shown that not all new spines have synapses (Knott et al., 2006; Cane et al., 2014).
In addition, previous studies have revealed that many of the new spines are transient
(Xu et al., 2009, Yang et al., 2009), calling into question their long-term functional
significance. Furthermore, the presynaptic partners of these spines remain elusive.
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Thus, a comprehensive understanding of the reorganization of synaptic circuits
requires concurrent imaging of pre- and post-synaptic elements as illustrated by a
recent study on the amygdalocortical circuit (Yang et al., 2016), or correlative light and
electron microscopy (Knott et al., 2006).
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Chapter 3: Postnatal ablation of synaptic retinoic acid signaling impairs
cortical information processing and sensory discrimination in mice
3.1 Abstract
Retinoic acid (RA) and its receptors (RARs) are well-established essential
transcriptional regulators during embryonic development. Recent findings in cultured
neurons identified an independent and critical post-transcriptional role of RA and
RARα in the homeostatic regulation of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission
in mature neurons. However, the functional relevance of synaptic RA signaling in vivo
has not been established. Using transcranial two-photon imaging, we found a
significant increase in dendritic spine elimination on apical dendrites of somatosensory
cortical layer 5 pyramidal neurons in mice with RARα conditionally ablated.
Interestingly, whisker trimming rescued the excessive spine pruning observed in
RARα-deficient mice suggesting that RA signaling plays a role in experiencedependent plasticity. These results demonstrate the importance of RA signaling in vivo
for dendritic spine morphology and highlight a different role for RARα in experiencedependent plasticity.

3.2 Introduction
Retinoic acid (RA) and its nuclear retinoic acid receptors (RARs) play an
important role in the development of the vertebrate central nervous system (MorrissKay and Sokolova, 1996; Janesick et al., 2015). The most well-known function is
transcriptional regulation of neurodevelopmental processes (Mark et al., 2009). In
contrast to RA’s well-established roles in embryonic development, RA signaling in the
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adult brain is less understood. Recent work have shown RA and RARα to regulate
homeostatic synaptic plasticity in cultured hippocampal neurons (Maghsoodi et al.,
2008; Sarti et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014).

During normal excitatory synaptic transmission, RARα acts as a translational
repressor through direct binding to substrate mRNAs and keeps them translationally
dormant. One of the mRNAs regulated by RA signaling is the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR) subunit GluA1 (Poon and Chen,
2008). During synaptic inactivity, the resulting reduction in dendritic calcium level
triggers synthesis of RA (Wang et al., 2011; Arendt et al., 2015b), which in turn binds
to RARα and reduces its affinity for mRNA. Thus, releasing the brake on substrate
mRNA translation (Poon and Chen, 2008) and allowing for dendritic protein synthesis
(including GluA1) and insertion of GluA1-containing AMPAR subunits into the
postsynaptic membrane, in turn increasing the excitatory synaptic strength
(Maghsoodi et al., 2008). A concomitant depression of inhibitory synaptic transmission
by RA through a protein synthesis-dependent mechanism has also been described
(Sarti et al., 2013). Thus, RA rapidly modifies synaptic strength in response to synaptic
silencing (Chen et al., 2014). Although initially described in the context of homeostatic
plasticity, RA’s potential impact on Hebbian synaptic plasticity is now also beginning
to emerge (Arendt et al., 2015a). Together, these in vitro studies suggest that synaptic
signaling mediated by RA and RARα may impact synaptic plasticity beyond
homeostatic synaptic regulation (Yee et al., 2017). Whether and how synaptic RA
signaling mediated by RARα impacts function of a neural circuit in vivo, however,
remains largely unknown.
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More than 90% of excitatory synapses in the mammalian brain are formed on
dendritic spines (Gray, 1959). As the receiving side of synaptic inputs, dendritic spines
contain the molecular components necessary for synaptic signaling and plasticity in
the postsynaptic compartment; these include neurotransmitter receptors, postsynaptic
scaffold proteins, cytoskeletal and adaptor proteins, and various signaling molecules
(Nimchinsky et al., 2002; Sheng and Kim, 2011; Colgan and Yasuda, 2014). Spine
morphology and density vary among neuronal types, across developmental stages,
and in response to experiences such as sensory manipulation, environmental
enrichment (EE), and learning (Nimchinsky et al., 2002; Konur et al., 2003; Lee et al.,
2007; Chen et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2017). In the past two decades, live imaging
studies have revealed a dynamic picture of spine formation and elimination, as well as
their morphological changes (Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Fu and Zuo, 2011; Chen
and Nedivi, 2013; Chen et al., 2014a). Achieved through postsynaptic receptor
trafficking in and out of the synaptic membrane, multiple forms of long-term synaptic
plasticity involve changes of postsynaptic neurotransmitter receptor abundance
(Huganir and Nicoll, 2013), which has been shown to correlate with sizes of spines
(Hering and Sheng, 2001). Because RA signaling modulates local translation of
synaptic proteins and affects synaptic strength (Maghsoodi et al., 2008; Poon and
Chen, 2008), it is conceivable that its impact at synapses may also manifest as
changes in spine morphology and dynamics.

In this study, we investigated the role of RA signaling in structural connectivity
of cortical circuits critical for sensory processing. Using RARα conditional knockout
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mice (Chapellier et al., 2002; Sarti et al., 2012) for regional/cell type-specific deletion
of RARα in the postnatal brain, we found that deletion of RARα in layer 5 (L5)
pyramidal neurons (PNs) of S1 elevates spine elimination on apical dendrites.
Interestingly, the increase in spine elimination required normal whisker sensory inputs.
Additionally, enhanced sensory experience with an enriched environment (EE)
reverses excessive spine elimination. These data suggest that RARα signaling
participates in multifaceted synaptic remodeling in response to sensory experiences
and influences cortical function.

3.3 Materials and Methods

Mice
P27-P38 male and female littermates were used for this study. Breeding colonies were
maintained and animal experiments were performed following protocols approved by
APLAC at Stanford University and University of California Santa Cruz. Mice were
group housed with littermates and maintained under a 12 hr daylight cycle. The
RARαfl/fl mice (C57BL/6 background) were a generous gift from Dr. Pierre Cambon
and Norbert Ghyselinck (IGBNC, Stasbourg, France) (Chapellier et al., 2002). These
mice were crossed to the Thy1-YFP-H line (stock number 003782, Jackson
Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME) and an additional cross to CaMKIIα-Cre (Tsien et al.,
1996) (B6.Cg-Tg(CaMKIIα-Cre)T29-1Stl/J (Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME)
driver mice to obtain YFP expressing conditional KO mice.
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In vivo transcranial imaging and data analysis
Transcranial two-photon imaging and analysis of spine density and dynamics of apical
dendritic tufts were performed as previously described (Zuo et al., 2005a; Xu et al.,
2009; Yu and Zuo, 2014). Spines were classified into four categories – mushroom,
stubby, thin, and other spines – based on their lengths and head diameters using
previously published criteria (Hodges et al., 2017). All images were analyzed using
ImageJ. Spine density was calculated by dividing the number of spines by the length
of the dendritic segment on which they reside. Percentage of spines eliminated or
formed was calculated as the number of spines eliminated or formed over the total
spines counted in the images obtained during the first imaging session.

Sensory deprivation
Whisker trimming was performed as previously described (Zuo et al., 2005b).
Mystacial vibrissae on one side of the face (contralateral to the imaging area) were cut
to skin level daily between the two images sessions (P30-37). Control mice were
handled similarly daily without whisker trimming.

Environmental enrichment
The environmental enrichment protocol was performed and adapted from a previous
protocol (Benaroya-Milshtein et al., 2004). For imaging, following the first imaging
session, mice were placed in cages (48 cm x 25 cm x 18 cm) filled with toys that vary
in size, shape, material, texture, and color; these included items such as igloos with
saucer type wheels, plastic tunnels, plastic tubing mazes, wooden logs, and metal
running wheels for the mice to interact with. Before placement of the toys in the EE
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cage, toys went through a cage wash and were wiped with 30% ethanol before being
patted dry with a paper towel. To create a novel environment for the mice, the toy
location and type of toy was changed every day in the morning.

Experimental Design and Statistics
Statistical analyses for spine data were performed using SigmaPlot 11 (RRID:
SCR_003210). Total spine densities of WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice were
directly compared using an unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. A two-way ANOVA
followed by Holm-Sidak post hoc pairwise comparisons was used to compare the
distribution of spine morphologies of WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice at P30, and
to analyze if genotype and condition affected dynamics of total spines or different spine
types. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 RARα plays a role in experience-dependent spine elimination
We previously found that deletion of RARα specifically in layer 5 excitatory
neurons of the postnatal S1, wherein RARα expression is reduced by approximately
80%, impairs whisker-dependent texture discrimination ability (Park et al., 2018). This
suggests that expression of RARα is critical for normal somatosensory processing. We
next asked what mechanism may underlie the impairment in sensory discrimination
induced by loss of RA in this specific subset of S1 pyramidal neurons. Changes in
synaptic connectivity through formation and elimination of dendritic spines correlate
with functional changes in the brain (Kasai et al., 2010; Hayashi-Takagi et al., 2015).
Recent work showed that spine loss and atrophy of S1 L5 PN apical dendrites
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correlated with defects in texture discrimination in stressed mice (Chen et al., 2018).
Thus, we investigated whether structural dynamics of dendritic spines are altered in
mice with deleted RARα. To do so, we crossed the floxed RARα conditional knockout
(RARαfl/fl) mice (Chapellier et al., 2002; Sarti et al., 2012) with CaMKIIα-Cre driver mice
(Tsien et al., 1996) and further crossed these mice with with thy1-YFP-H mice (Feng
et al., 2000) that express yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) in a subset of L5 PNs
(hereinafter referred to as cKO mice). Using in vivo two-photon imaging, we followed
the same apical dendritic branches of YFP+ L5 PNs in the superficial layer of S1 over
7 days (Fig. 5A). We found that cKO mice had normal spine density (Fig. 5B) and
distribution of different spine types (i.e. spines with different morphology; Fig. 5C) at
P30. However, a closer examination revealed a small but significant increase in spines
elimination over seven days in cKOs compared to WT littermates (Fig. 5D and 5E). By
contrast, spine formation was comparable between genotypes (Fig. 5G). These data
suggest that although RARα is not required for spine formation, it may be critical for
the development and/or maintenance of more stable spines in particular.

As experience-dependent postnatal spine elimination is important for the
refinement of neuronal circuits (Zuo et al., 2005b), we next asked if elevated spine
elimination in cKO mice requires sensory inputs. To do so, we trimmed the whiskers
unilaterally and imaged the contralateral S1. Consistent with previous studies (Zuo et
al., 2005b; Yu et al., 2013), we found that whisker trimming significantly reduced spine
elimination, but not formation, in WT and even more so in cKO mice (Fig. 5E and 5G).
As a result, whisker-trimmed WT and whisker-trimmed cKO mice exhibited similar
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spine dynamics (Fig. 5E and 5G), suggesting that sensory inputs are required for the
elevated spine elimination observed in cKO mice.

As the morphology of dendritic spines correlates with their function and stability
(Harris and Stevens, 1989; Matsuzaki et al., 2001; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Kasai et al.,
2003), we analyzed the dynamics of imaged spines according to their morphological
types (i.e., mushroom, thin, stubby and others). We found that thin spines were
significantly more likely to disappear over 7 days than other types of spines in WT mice
(Fig. 5F), consistent with the earlier finding that thin spines have a higher turnover rate
and thus are more transient (Holtmaat et al., 2005; Bourne and Harris, 2007). The cKO
mice showed a comparable level of thin spine elimination to the WT mice (Fig. 5F).
However, a significantly higher percentage of mushroom and stubby spines were
eliminated in the cKO mice compared to WT mice (Fig. 5F). By contrast, formation of
all spine types was similar between WT and cKO mice (Fig. 5H). As mushroom spines
are believed to be more functionally mature and stable (Harris et al., 1992; Bourne and
Harris, 2007), our data suggest that disrupting RA signaling selectively affects the
maintenance of stable, mature spines.

We next asked whether sensory deprivation also affects different types of
spines differentially. In WT mice, unilateral whisker trimming significantly reduced the
elimination of thin spines, but not of other spine types (Fig. 5F). In cKO mice, by
contrast, whisker trimming did not affect thin spine elimination, but decreased the
elimination of mushroom and stubby spines to the same level as in whisker-trimmed
WT mice (Fig. 5F). Moreover, we found that whisker trimming did not significantly alter
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the formation of any spine types in WT or cKO mice (Fig. 5H). Together, these data
suggest the importance of RARα for experience-dependent spine remodeling depends
on the spine type.

Figure 5. Experience-dependent elimination of spines is elevated in L5 PNs of
P30 CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice. A, Representative images taken by in vivo
transcranial imaging of YFP in WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice. Scale bar, 2 µm. B,
Quantification of spine density in P30 WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice (7-12
dendrites per animal were analyzed, Student’s t-test). C, Distribution of spine types in
WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice (two-way ANOVA). D, Repeated imaging of the
same dendritic branches over a 7-day interval in the barrel cortex of WT and cKO mice
under control conditions reveal newly formed spines (arrowheads), and eliminated
spines (arrows). Scale bar, 2 μm. E, Quantification of the percentages of spines
eliminated over 7 days in the barrel cortex of WT and cKO mice under control and
trimmed conditions (Trim) (* p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA). F,
Quantification of the percentages of eliminated spine types normalized to total spines
eliminated (** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001, two-way ANOVA). G, Quantification of the
percentages of spines formed over 7 days in the barrel cortex of WT and cKO mice
under control and whisker trimmed conditions (two-way ANOVA). H, Quantification of
the percentages of formed spine types normalized to total spines formed (two-way
ANOVA). In all graphs, data represent average mean ± SEM, and n indicates the
numbers of mice analyzed.
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3.4.2 Enriched environment improves sensory discrimination and alters spine
dynamics in cKO mice
An enriched environment (EE) promotes neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity
in various brain regions, and improves cognitive performance in many behavioral tasks
(Eckert and Abraham, 2013), we next sought to determine whether EE improved
sensory discrimination ability and alter spine dynamics. Indeed, EE improved sensory
discrimination ability in cKO mice. To determine, whether EE resulted in alterations in
spine dynamics, we first imaged spines at P30, then subjected the mice to EE, and reimaged the same spines seven days later (Fig. 6A). Consistent with previous findings,
EE increased both spine formation and elimination in WT mice (Fig. 6B and 6D) (Yang
et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2013). Interestingly, EE decreased spine
elimination without changing spine formation in cKO mice, rendering the spine
dynamics comparable to that of WT mice raised in standard cages (Fig. 6B and 6D).
Further analysis revealed that EE significantly increased the elimination of mushroom
and stubby spines in the WT mice, but paradoxically reduced the elimination of stubby
spines in the cKO mice (Fig. 6C). Additionally, EE increased mushroom spine
formation in WT mice, but not in cKO mice (Fig. 6E). Taken together, EE affects spine
dynamics of cKO and WT mice in different ways: cKO mice housed under EE condition
exhibit comparable spine dynamics to WT mice housed in standard cages.
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Figure 6. Effects of enriched environment on spine dynamics in CaMKIIα-RARα
cKO mice. A, Diagram of EE and in vivo spine imaging protocol. B, Quantification of
the percentages of spines eliminated over 7 days in the barrel cortex of WT and
CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice under control and EE conditions (** p < 0.01; and *** p <
0.001, two-way ANOVA). C, Quantification of the percentages of eliminated spine
types normalized to total spines eliminated (*, p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001, twoway ANOVA). D, Quantification of the percentages of spines formed over 7 days in
the barrel cortex of WT and CaMKIIα-RARα cKO mice under control and EE conditions
(** p < 0.01, two-way ANOVA). E, Quantification of the percentages of formed spine
types normalized to total spines formed (** p < 0.01 and *** p < 0.001, two-way
ANOVA). In all graphs, data represent mean values ± SEM and n indicates the
numbers of mice analyzed.
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3.5 Discussion
In this study, we focused on the in vivo function of RA signaling, the importance
of which in synaptic function and plasticity has been well established in vitro (Chen et
al., 2014b; Arendt et al., 2015a). Here, we tested the in vivo significance of synaptic
RA signaling by examining the impact of postnatal RARα deletion on dendritic spine
dynamics in pyramidal neurons of the somatosensory cortex. We previously showed
that postnatal deletion of RARα in layer 5 PNs of the somatosensory cortex impaired
texture discrimination ability (Park et al., 2018). This behavioral impairment co-occurs
with an increase in spine elimination, but not spine formation, suggesting RARα plays
a critical role in maintenance of spines. This raises the question as to how the increase
in spine elimination due to impaired RA signaling through RARα deletion in L5 PNs
contributes to impaired texture discrimination. L5 PNs are known to promote efficient
cortical output to eventually guide behavior (Gilbert and Sigman, 2007, Manita et al.,
2015). Recent work demonstrated secondary motor cortex (M2)-S1 top-down
activation of apical dendrites of L5 PNs plays a role in accurate sensory perception
(Manita et al., 2015). It is possible that the elimination of these spines due to RARα
deletion may remodel the strength of connections from inputs such as M2 and
subsequently affect L5 PN’s activity to ultimately promote accurate sensory
perception.

The presence of a dendritic spine does not always equate to the presence of
an active functional synapse (Bourne and Harris, 2008). However, dendritic spine size
is positively correlated with synaptic strength. Dendritic spines with large heads
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(mushroom-shaped) exhibit more AMPA receptors and stronger excitatory
postsynaptic response (Matsuzaki et al., 2001) and remain stable for a longer period
compared to thin spines (Grutzendler et al., 2002; Trachtenberg et al., 2002; Holtmaat
et al., 2005). Thus, they are considered to be more functionally mature and more likely
to have functional synapses. Morphological classifications of spines showed that the
RARα deletion led to a selective increase in the elimination of mushroom and stubby
spines, with no obvious effect on thin spines. The elimination of mushroom-shaped
spines suggests that RARα functions in active functional synapses, which are usually
formed on mature spines. This idea is further supported by the fact that we observed
a rescue in spine elimination in whisker-trimmed cKO mice. One possible explanation
of this rescue is that the impact of RARα on spine elimination is activity-dependent.
Thus, the lack of sensory input reduces the activity differences between strong
(mushroom) and weak (thin) spines. It is reasonable to speculate that deletion of RARα
will have a significant impact on the function of active functional synapses, and
ultimately affect L5 PNs dendritic activity.

As EE is known to influence the structural dynamics of dendritic spines (Jung
et al., 2014), we next asked whether EE can rescue the spine phenotype found in cKO
mice. Unexpectedly, EE only partially restored spine dynamics of cKO mice back to
those of WT with standard cage experience despite the normal texture discrimination
behavior. Given how sensory deprivation through whisker trimming reverses the
excessive spine elimination observed in RARα-deficient mice raised in standard cage
conditions, it is unclear as to why EE does not exacerbate abnormal spine dynamics
in cKO mice. One important point to consider is that sensory deprivation (i.e. whisker
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trimming), which results in a decrease in spine elimination, is very different from EE.
Sensory deprivation eliminates sensory input that is critical for elimination of exuberant
connections that were initially formed during spinogenesis to ensure correct functional
connectivity and to form a mature neuronal network. EE is not merely an increase in
sensory input, but has a broad influence on various neural circuits involved in sensory
processing, motor generation, memory formation and other cognitive and emotional
functions. This is demonstrated by studies showing that EE results in various effects
such as increased gliogenesis, hippocampal neurogenesis, and enhanced
synaptogenesis. With respect to structural changes of spines, EE increases both spine
elimination and formation suggesting that EE results in different types of structural
changes. EE might alter spine dynamics in 2 ways: 1) by enhancing flexibility, allowing
for more transient spines that could be transformed into functional synapses and 2) by
increasing the number of functional synapses, as observed with an increase in
formation of mushroom spines, resulting in a higher connectivity. Thus, it is
conceivable that multiple forms of synaptic plasticity are induced by EE, and that these
synaptic changes rewire neural circuits to enable the mouse to better adapt to its
environment.

Our study took advantage of the rich array of mouse genetic tools to dissect
the function of RARα in sensory discrimination in an in vivo setting and provides
hopefully compelling evidence for a role of synaptic RA signaling in experiencedependent spine dynamics and cortical circuit function. Future experiments is
necessary to elucidate how regulation of synaptic and spine function is achieved
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through synaptic RA signaling, and how altered RA signaling leads to aberrant circuit
activity that gives rise to altered behavioral output.
Chapter 4: Unpredictable mild stress impairs local circuits critical for sensory
processing
4.1 Abstract
Stress has been shown to adversely affect sensory processing in humans.
However, little is known about how disruption of sensory processing following stress
results in a behavioral defect. To address this, we combined in vivo two photon calcium
imaging and behavioral analysis to measure functional responses of layers 2/3 (L2/3)
neurons in awake, behaving animals during novel texture discrimination. Consistent
with previous reports, we found that unpredictable mild stress impairs novelty-driven
exploration, but not locomotion or whisking. In vivo two photon calcium imaging
revealed a significant increase in average transient activity, which was correlated with
ability to discriminate novel textures. The increase in average transient activity was
due to an increase in mean transient amplitude. Thus, our data demonstrate that
unpredictable mild stress increases the activity of L2/3 PNs, which are known to
display sparse activity that is effective for coding. Thus, the increase in activity levels
may decrease signal to noise ratios, impacting their ability to process information
necessary for normal texture discrimination.

4.2 Introduction
Prolonged and recurring exposure to stress results in behavioral impairments
and cognitive deficits. Under extreme circumstances, stress can exacerbate
symptoms and serve as a risk factor for many psychiatric and neurological disorders,
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including generalized anxiety disorder, depression, bipolar disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (de Kloet et al., 2005; Schneiderman et al., 2005).
Interestingly, many individuals with these disorders also display sensory processing
dysfunction, characterized by either an under or over responsiveness to sensory
information (Serafini et al., 2017; Mueller-Pfeiffer et al., 2013). For example,
individuals diagnosed with depression or anxiety reported elevated sensory sensitivity,
described as experiencing discomfort with regular/non-aversive sensations or
avoidance of certain sensory experiences (Serafini et al., 2017), suggesting an inability
to appropriately respond to a sensory experience. Functional imaging and
electrophysiological studies of patients with PTSD show altered visual, auditory and
somatosensory processing, such as reductions in task related activity in the ventral
visual processing stream (Mueller-Pfeiffer et al., 2013), difficulties in filtering out
irrelevant auditory and visual sensory input (Holstein et al., 2010), and reductions in
somatosensory responses to non-threatening touch (Badura-Brack et al., 2015). Thus,
sensory processing alterations are linked to behavioral and attentional dysfunction and
are disruptive to daily life. Understanding how stress can modulate the underlying
neuronal circuits that contribute to sensory processing is important to developing
approaches to improve stress-induced symptoms.

Sensory processing is a brain function essential for animals to properly
perceive and react to the external environment. Thus, primary sensory cortices must
be efficient at processing sensory information. One primary sensory modality that is
well-studied in rodents is the whisker-primary somatosensory cortex (S1) system. The
whisker system is one of the most important senses used by rodents to obtain spatial
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and textural sensory information about their environment. Studies have shed light on
the functional role of L2/3 neurons in S1 during sensory processing. These findings
point out two functional properties of L2/3 neurons: sparse activity and high selectivity
to specific patterns/types of inputs. Most L2/3 neurons fire very few action potentials,
even in the presence of sensory stimulation, and only a small fraction of L2/3 neurons
fire strongly and reliably in response to specific sensory features. This sparse activity
is essential for information to be interpreted by downstream neurons (Petersen and
Crochet, 2013). Subsets of L2/3 neurons were found to be selectively activated by
texture coarseness (Garion et al., 2014) and hit trials during reward-based texture
discrimination paradigm (Chen et al., 2013). This selectivity leads to an explicit
representation, in which subsets of L2/3 neurons can indicate what texture is being
shown. Overall, L2/3 neurons plays a role in texture encoding and processing of
texture discrimination.

Stress results in many cognitive deficits, including sensory processing deficits
(Chen et al., 2018). Evidence has indicated that these deficits are the results of range
of functional and structural changes in neurons. However, it is unclear how stress,
specifically unpredictable mild stress (UMS), impacts the activity of L2/3 neurons in
S1, and whether this contributes to sensory processing dysfunction. In the present
study, we quantified activity dynamics in awake, behaving mice via in vivo calcium
imaging to investigate how short term unpredictable mild stress affects neural coding
of tactile information in L2/3 during active texture discrimination. Our data show that
stress impairs novel texture discrimination, and is accompanied by an increase in
average transient activity. These findings reveal that stress alters the intrinsic activity
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of L2/3 neurons, which may affect how information is interpreted by downstream
neurons.

4.3 Materials and Methods
Mice
P30-P70 male and female littermates were used for this study. Breeding colonies were
maintained and animal experiments were performed following protocols approved by
University of California, Santa Cruz. Mice were group housed with littermates and
maintained under a 12 hr light/dark cycle.

Cranial window implantation and viral injections
Craniotomy and viral injections were performed on male and female adolescent
(postnatal day 30) mice. A circular craniotomy was made over the right somatosensory
cortex (4 mm in diameter). AAV2/1-syn-GCaMP6f was then injected into S1, targeting
L2/3 (2mm posterior to Bregma, 3 mm lateral, approximately 150-200 um below the
pial surface). Two injections (~150 nl per site; depth: 150-200 um) were made within
the craniotomy. After which, a sterile glass window (a small round glass coverslipdiameter 2.3 mm glued to an overlaying annular glass coverslip-“Doughnut”, #1-1.5,
inner diameter 2 mm, outer diameter 3mm) was gently inserted so that the small
coverslip sits within the cranial window against the brain surface. Cyanoacrylate glue
was applied around the rim of the glass doughnut. A stainless steel head plate for
head fixation was implanted on the skull, using dental acrylic. Mice were recovered on
a heating pad and returned to their home cages when ambulatory.
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Unpredictable mild stress paradigm
This procedure followed a fixed weekly schedule of commonly used mild stressors with
minor modifications (Mineur et al., 2003) such as restraint stress, space reduction in
the home cage, wet bedding, social interaction with other animals, overnight
illumination, social isolation, cage tilt, island isolation, empty cage, intermittent air puff,
food deprivation, and foreign objects.

Head fixed texture discrimination paradigm
Three weeks after chronic window implantation, mice were handled approximately 510 min for two days in order to habituate them to the experimenter. To familiarize mice
with the head-fixed set up, mice were initially trained to run in the dark in the mobile
homecage (MHC, Neurotar). This training session consist of two 2-hour sessions each
day for 6 days. The testing day consists of 4 phases: exploration, encoding, resting,
and testing. In the exploration phase, mice were allowed to explore the MHC freely for
5 min. In the encoding phase, mice were presented with two identical textures on the
wall of MHC and allowed to explore for 15 min. Identical sandpapers (220 grits) were
used as texture stimuli during encoding. Then, in the resting phase, the textures were
removed, and the mice were allowed to explore the empty MHC for 10 min. For the
testing phase, two different textures were presented, one identical to the encoding
phase texture and the other a novel texture, and the mice explored the chamber freely
for 15 min. Rough sandpaper (60 grit) served as the novel texture and smoother
sandpaper (220 grit) served as the familiar texture. Mouse interactions with the two
textures was videotaped with an infrared camera and analyzed offline. Discrimination
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index was quantified as total time investigating on novel texture – total time spent on
familiar texture/ total time spent on textures.

In vivo two-photon calcium imaging and image processing/analysis
To study the activity of layer 2/3 neurons in the motor cortex during head fixed texture
discrimination, well-trained mice expressing GCaMP6f in S1 layer 2/3were imaged
using a two-photon microscope (Bruker). A 16x 0.8 NA water immersion objective
(Olympus) with a pulsed laser excitation wavelength at 940 nm (laser) and a resonant
scanner system were used. Images were acquired with Prairie View software at 30 Hz
(512x512 pixels, 150-200 um beneath the pial surface). Reference surface vasculature
images were obtained to match imaging sites between different calcium imaging days.
Imaging sessions consisted of 5 min of exploration in MHC, followed by 15 min of
encoding, 10 min of rest, and finally 15 min of testing. All raw images were imported
into ImageJ and processed to correct translational brain motion artifacts using a plugin
named “Moco” for ImageJ (Dubbs et al., 2016). After motion correction, raw images
were downsampled to 10Hz. Regions of interest (ROIs) corresponding to individual
neurons were manually hand-drawn from the standard deviation projection image of a
single-trial series using ImageJ. Mean pixel intensity for each ROI was extracted and
transformed into dF/F0 values, in which the baseline was defined by the corresponding
50th percentile value of the ROI’s fluorescence within a 300-sec sliding window. This
time window was used due to the long session of imaging where F0 can vary over time.

Post-hoc immunofluorescence
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To verify sites of viral injection following behavioral studies, mice were perfused with
4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and incubated in 30% sucrose and 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS overnight. The brains were then sectioned with a vibratome
into 40 µm coronal sections and mounted on a slide glass using mounting solution
(Fluoromount, CA). Images of 2 sections from S1 were taken per animal and images
were acquired using a Zeiss Axioimager with a 10x (NA=0.25) objective.

Data and Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using custom-written MATLAB routines. Average values are the
mean +/- SEM unless stated otherwise.

Statistical analyses for all data were

performed using Graphpad Prism 7. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Stress impairs texture discrimination ability
Mice discriminate tactile features using their whiskers, and this behavior relies
on normal sensory processing in S1. We began by adapting a whisker-dependent
novel texture discrimination test (Wu et al., 2013) to a head-fixed condition (Figure 7A)
to enable simultaneous examination of neuronal activity during novel texture
discrimination. Mice were first trained to run in the mobile homecage chamber (MHC;
Neurotar) (Figure 7A). Testing day consisted of 4 phases: exploration, encoding, rest,
and testing. During encoding, mice were presented with two identical textures (220 grit
sandpaper) for 15 minutes after which, mice were left in the cage for a 10-minute break
while both textures were removed. Then, the textures were replaced: one with the
same texture (“familiar”, 220 grit sandpaper) and the other with a rough texture
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(“novel”, 60 grit sandpaper) (Figure 7A). The mice were allowed to explore freely for
another fifteen minutes. Head fixed testing phase was extended to ensure the
interaction time with the texture was comparable with freely moving mice (Figure 8AC). Importantly, there was no significant difference in the percent of the total time spent
investigating the two textures between freely moving and head-fixed conditions,
confirming that head fixed mice can perform this task as well as freely moving mice
(Figure 8D-E).

We then considered whether 7d UMS will lead to a behavioral deficit in this
head-fixed novel texture discrimination task. The average duration and total time that
stressed and unstressed control mice spent performing behaviors such as running,
whisking, and exploring each texture was measured (Figure 7B). During the testing
phase, control mice spend more time investigating the novel texture, as evidenced by
the discrimination index (DI) and the average contact time showing novelty-driven
exploration (Figure 7C).

However, the discrimination index was significantly

decreased in stressed mice, suggesting an impairment in novelty texture
discrimination (Figure 7C). This is further corroborated by the fact that the average
contact time investigating the novel texture was comparable to the familiar texture in
stressed mice (Figure 7C). To determine if this impairment could be due to
impairments in other behaviors such as locomotion and whisking, we looked at the
total time spent whisking and running and found that control and stressed mice did not
differ in their percent time whisking or running, suggesting that the deficit in novel
texture discrimination in the stressed mice is not due to changes in locomotion and
whisking (Figure 9A-B). However, we did observe a significant increase in percent time
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running while whisking, which could possibly suggest an aversion to certain sensory
experiences similar to human studies mentioned above (Figure 10C). More
importantly, control and stressed mice did not differ in the total time spent investigating
textures, nor in the average time spent investigating textures during the encoding
phase (Figure 7E-F). This is further corroborated by the comparable average contact
ratio and number of contacts during encoding (Figure 10A-B). Taken together, this
indicates that UMS impaired novel texture discrimination ability, suggesting an
alteration in neuronal circuits responsible for transformation of sensory signals critical
for novelty driven exploration.
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Figure 7. Impaired novel texture discrimination in stressed mice. (A) Left:
schematic diagram of the experimental design for training in the head fixed texture
discrimination task. Right: trial structure of novel texture discrimination task: 5 min of
exploration, 15 min of encoding, 10 min of rest, and 15 min of testing i.e. mice are
presented with a familiar and novel texture. (B) Example time course of running,
whisking, and texture investigation over 15 minutes of the encoding and testing phases
for representative control and stressed mice. (C) Left: Discrimination index between
stressed and unstressed mice during the testing phase. Right: quantification of the
ratio between the average duration investigating novel and familiar textures. (D) Left:
total time spent investigating both textures (220 grits) during encoding. Right: average
duration of investigation event for both textures during encoding.
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Figure 8. Head-fixed mice perform the novel texture discrimination task as well
as freely-moving mice. (A-B) Schematic diagram of free moving (A) and head-fixed
(B) testing paradigms, each consisting of 3 phases: encoding, rest, and testing. (C)
Quantification of interaction time with both textures during testing phase for freemoving and head-fixed paradigms (D-E) Quantification of time investigating textures
during the encoding (D) and testing (E) phases for free-moving and head-fixed testing
paradigms.
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Figure 9. Stress does not alter whisking and running behavior. (A) Quantification
of percent time running (left panel) and whisking (right panel) during 15 min of
encoding. (B) Quantification of percent time running (left panel) and whisking (right
panel) during 15 min of testing. (C) Left: Quantification of percent time spent whisking
while running. Right: Quantification of percent time running while whisking. (D)
Quantification of percent time whisking over air, wall, and textures.
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Figure 10. Stress does not alter encoding of textures. (A) Left: Ratio of average
contact duration for texture during the encoding phase. Right: the number of
approaches to textures during encoding. (B) Comparison of average contact duration
for each of the texture stimuli during encoding and testing between control and
stressed mice.
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4.4.2 Average transient activity is increased in L2/3 neurons following stress
Having identified impairments in sensory processing following UMS, we next
asked what circuit-level alterations might underlie this novel texture discrimination
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deficit. In light of various studies suggesting that stress results in hyperexcitability in
certain cortical regions such as the amygdala and S1 (Roozendaal et al., 2009; Chen
et al., 2018), we first investigated whether UMS induces abnormal activity of L2/3
neurons in S1 using in vivo two photon calcium imaging. We specifically focused on
L2/3 neurons as they have been shown to play a role in the execution of reward-based
texture discrimination (Chen et al., 2013). We implanted a cranial window and
unilaterally injected AAV encoding the green calcium indicator GCaMP6f driven by the
synapsin promoter (AAV2/1-syn-GCaMP6f) into L2/3 of S1 of P30 C57Bl/6 mice
(Figure 11A-B). After approximately 4 weeks of recovery, incubation, and training in
the head-fixed homecage system, we analyzed the activity of S1 L2/3 neurons before
and after 7 days UMS. We recorded activity from a heterogeneous population of L2/3
neurons, including both excitatory and inhibitory neurons, in awake mice that were fully
acclimated to the experimental apparatus (Neurotar). We measured calcium activity,
defined by the change in mean pixel intensity, in the neurons over 5 minutes while the
mice ran around in the Neurotar. Consistent with previous studies, L2/3 neurons
exhibited diverse responses (Figure 11D). The majority of L2/3 neurons were silent,
with only a few highly responsive cells apparent in control mice (Figure 11E).
However, following 7d UMS, we observed an increase in the number of
responsive/active cells during the exploration phase relative to the number of active
cells imaged prior to stress (Figure 11E and 11F). We next asked if this was true at
the population level and indeed, stress resulted in a significant increase in average
calcium activity across all cells, which was not observed in controls (Figure 11G and
11H). Interestingly, this increase in average calcium activity following stress was
inversely correlated to the average calcium activity before stress, suggesting a ceiling
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effect i.e. mice with a higher average activity before stress are not able to increase
their activity further following stress (Figure 11I).

Given that we observed an increase in average transient activity during
exploration, we asked if there was also a change in activity during texture
discrimination (Figure 12A). Similar to exploration, the average calcium activity across
all cells was increased during the texture discrimination testing following 7d UMS
(Figure 12B). The increase in average calcium activity was due to an increase in mean
amplitude, rather than a change in mean frequency of peaks (Figure 12D and 12E).
Interestingly, this increase in average calcium activity following stress was inversely
correlated to the average calcium activity before stress (Figure 12C), suggesting that
the overall neuronal activity level of an animal might be a predictor for its discrimination
ability. Taken together, 7d UMS increases neuronal activity by increasing the
amplitude of calcium signals, suggesting either an increase in L2/3 neuron intrinsic
excitability of L2/3 neurons or a change in the relative strengths of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs onto these neurons.

Figure 11. In vivo calcium imaging of L2/3 neurons in S1 before and after stress.
(A) Schematic of craniotomy, viral injection, and calcium imaging. (B) Representative
coronal section (2.5x) of labeled L2/3 neurons in S1 injected with AAV2/1-synGCaMP6f. Scale bar, 500 µm. (C) Example field of view for two-photon calcium
imaging (standard deviation projection over time during encoding) with ROIs manually
selected (right). (D) Raw single traces (blue) and detected peaks (red) of four
examples L2/3 neurons during encoding. (E) Temporal profiles of responses (dF/F0)
of the same animal during exploration before and after stress. (F) Average calcium
activity of all L2/3 neurons during exploration pre and post-stress. (G) Average calcium
activity of each control mouse at d0 and d7. (H) Correlation of average calcium activity
before stress versus percent increase in activity after stress. In all graphs, data
represent mean values ± SEM.
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Figure 12. The increase in average activity following 7d UMS is due to an
increase in average amplitude. (A) Temporal profiles of responses (dF/F0) of the
same animal during encoding and testing before and after stress. (B) Average calcium
activity of all neurons during exploration pre and post-stress. (C) Correlation of
average calcium activity versus discrimination index. (D) Mean frequency of transient
peaks as measured by the number of peaks divided by the 15 minute imaging session.
(E) Average amplitude of transient peaks during testing.
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4.5 Discussion
Here, we examined the activity of L2/3 neurons during a novel texture
discrimination task in control mice and mice that underwent 7d UMS. Previous studies
have nicely established the neural correlates of sensory processing in tasks where
mice are trained to discriminate two distinguishable stimuli in order to initiate different
behaviors e.g. lick or not. An important observation is that these texture discrimination
tasks requires the mice to associate one particular texture with reward delivery, which
involves reward circuitry that may modify the responses of cells and alter the nature of
the neural code. Hence, we adapted a whisker-based task based on novelty for headrestrained mice; however, this may result in distinctly different responses of L2/3
neurons when compared to reward-based tasks. In this task, control mice spend more
time investigating a novel texture, as demonstrated by the discrimination index and
average contact duration showing novelty-driven exploration. However, stressed mice
displayed a decrease in discrimination index and average contact time during testing
compared to unstressed controls. Importantly, there was no significant difference in
texture encoding between control and stressed mice, suggesting that stress did not
impact exploration of textures in general. This texture-discrimination deficit was
accompanied by an increase in average activity of L2/3 neurons in S1, specifically an
increase in amplitude. A recent study demonstrated that whisker-associated fear
learning reduces the total network activity (average activity across all neurons),
suggesting that lower activity decreases crosstalk and likely improves cortical
information processing (Gdalyahu et al., 2012). Thus, the increase in activity following
stress may mean a decrease in robustness of coding in terms of signal to noise, and
an increase in crosstalk between neurons, ultimately altering information processing.
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Taken together, our data demonstrate that stress increases the activity of L2/3
neurons, perhaps impacting their ability to process sensory information necessary for
texture discrimination.

A major effect of 7d UMS seen in the present study was an increase in average
transient activity. There are several possibilities by which stress could increase
average transient activity: 1) alteration in intrinsic excitability of L2/3 neurons, 2)
alteration in feed-forward inhibition from L4, and 3) alteration in feedback projections
from S2. It has been reported that stress increases trafficking of NMDARs to the
synaptic membrane in the PFC (Yuen et al., 2011). Thus, one possible effect of stress
in L2/3 neurons in S1 is the increased trafficking of NMDARs to the cell membrane,
which may result in increased neuronal excitability. However, future work with
electrophysiology will be required to confirm this. It is believed that sensory input
engages feed-forward inhibition to render most L2/3 PNs to be sparsely responsive so
that only a small fraction of L2/3 neurons can be active at any given time (Crochet et
al., 2011). The regulation of L2/3 neurons by feed-forward inhibition from L4 may play
a key role in selecting active ensembles of neurons critical for certain behavioral tasks.
An alteration in feed-forward inhibition from L4 to L2/3 as a result of stress might
explain the increase in activity, as observed in another study looking at restraint stress
(Chen et al., 2018). Feed-forward inhibition plays a crucial role in shaping spontaneous
and sensory-evoked activity by suppressing spontaneous firing. The information a
neuron receives about a stimulus depends on the differences between evoked and
spontaneous activity (Sakata and Harris, 2009). One speculation is that alterations in
feed-forward inhibition may affect the ratio between evoked and spontaneous activity,
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which could disrupt the responses of L2/3 neurons to specific stimuli and alter the
activity pattern of a population of cortical neurons necessary for discrimination. Finally,
it has been speculated that connections between S2 and S1 may play an important
role for development of neuronal responses that reflect behavioral outcome (Kwon et
al., 2016). It is possible that stress results in alterations in feedforward and feedback
cortico-cortical axons between S1 and S2.

Our study combined in vivo two photon imaging and novel texture
discrimination behavior to understand how stress leads to increased transient activity
in S1 L2/3 neurons, which ultimately alter sensory processing. A limitation of our work
is that we recorded activity from a heterogeneous population of neurons in L2/3. Thus,
future experiments are necessary to elucidate how stress alters the intrinsic excitability
of specific populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons. Such studies will allow us
to better understand the microcircuit contributions to disrupted sensory processing
following unpredictable mild stress.
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